In this article, we develop a real-time mobile phone-based gaze tracking and eye-blink detection system on Android platform. Our eye-blink detection scheme is developed based on the time difference between two open eye states. We develop our system by finding the greatest circle-pupil of an eye. So we combine the both Haar classifier and Normalized Summation of Square of Difference template-matching method. We define the eyeball area that is extracted from the eye region as the region of interest (ROI). The ROI helps to differentiate between the open state and closed state of the eyes. The output waveform of the scheme is analogous to binary trend, which alludes the blink detection distinctly. We categorize short, medium, and long blink, depending on the degree of closure and blink duration. Our analysis is operated on medium blink under 15 frames/s. This combined solution for gaze tracking and eye-blink detection system has high detection accuracy and low time consumption. We obtain 98% accuracy at 0° angles for blink detection from both eyes. The system is also extensively experimented with various environments and setups, including variations in illuminations, subjects, gender, angles, processing speed, RAM capacity, and distance. We found that the system performs satisfactorily under varied conditions in real time for both single eye and two eyes detection. These concepts can be exploited in different applications, e.g., to detect drowsiness of a driver, or to operate the computer cursor to develop an eye-operated mouse for disabled people.
Gaze tracking and eye blinking are informative and very important topics in the field of computer vision and face/emotion analysis to solve various problems. Eye blinking and gaze tracking have a wide range of applications in human-computer interaction (HCI), such as the eye typing applications as in Galab et al. (2014) , mouse control for the disabled people (Mohammed and Anwer, 2014) , microsleep prevention for safe driving (Danisman et al., 2010; Varma et al., 2012) , and in advanced technological gadgets such as Google Glass (Lakhani et al., 2015) . Eye tracking is also explored for analysis of autistic children and their behavior (Haque Syeda et al., 2017) . This kind of research can be directed to various health-care systems (Ahad et al., 2018) . Although significant amount of research on eye detection and tracking has been done in the last three decades, lots of challenges still remain. This is mostly due to the distinctiveness of eyes, the presence of occlusions, and the variability in location, scale, and illumination conditions (Hansen and Ji, 2010) .
Explorations on gaze tracking are progressing recently at a good pace. Therefore, we can hope for some resounding development so that the impacts can be profound on human life. Usually, there are few head-mounted devices or costly devices for gaze/eye tracking (Elahi et al., 2013) . In this work, we consider a low-cost Android mobile phone as a sensing device. A successful and robust system can have various profitable applications. In this article, we address the problem of gaze tracking and blink detection using mobile phones on Android platform. Several Android-based approaches have been proposed by different researchers for eye-gaze understanding or gesture recognition based on eye-gaze analysis (Vaitukaitis and Bulling, 2012; Elleuch et al., 2014; Hosek, 2017) . Normally, gaze tracker is an eye-attached lens that ensures extremely sensitive recordings of eye movement. But the hardwired lenses or head-mounted tracker proves to be rather intrusive (Elahi et al., 2013) . Also, these devices are expensive and cannot be used by everyone. Therefore, we propose a mobile phone-based eye-tracking system on Android platform. It is preferable for both simplicity and cost-effectiveness. A simple Android mobile phone with a frontal camera is the only device we require. To implement the system for better and real-time detection, we have exploited the OpenCV library. We have merged boosted Haar cascade eye tree eyeglasses classifier and Normalized Summation of Square of Difference template-matching method for accurate blink detection and gaze tracking.
The article is organized as follows: in Section "Related Works, " we discuss the related works on this topic. Section "Methodology" presents our methodology, followed by the experimental details, results in Section "Experimental Results and Analysis. " In Section "Discussion, " we analyze and discuss the experimental results and others. The concluding remarks are presented in Section "Conclusion. "
relaTeD WOrKs
In this section, we present important works and aspects, which are related to eye movement, gaze tracking, eye-blink systems and their applications (Hansen and Ji, 2010; Galab et al., 2014; Calistra, 2017) . These issues are related to action recognition, emotion analysis, gait recognition, and face recognition (Ahad, 2011 (Ahad, , 2012 (Ahad, , 2013a . Hansen and Ji (2010) extensively covered various approaches of eye detection and tracking in their review work. Chennamma and Yuan (2013) surveyed on eye-gaze tracking in a short manner. Another survey work on eye tracking, head pose, and gaze estimation is presented in Gaur and Jariwala (2014) . Although the latter two works only focus on these issues and therefore, a number of other challenges still persist. Elahi et al. (2013) proposed a webcam-based eye-tracker. It is suitable for a low power device. They used mean of gradient vector algorithm to detect eyeball center position. They resized the eye image to get optimum value position. After detecting the eyeball center, they tracked the movement of the eyeball. Although it provided stability to the system, it failed to detect any eye blink. Amamag et al. (2003) tracked eyes' center in real time by considering a binary classifier and an unsupervised clustering approach. They achieved 88.3% detection result. Morris et al. (2002) proposed an eye-blink detection method exploiting spatiotemporal filtering to locate head, and variance maps to find the eye feature points. LK tracker was used to tracking these eye features to find the position of the face region and to extract different eyelid movements. Their method achieved reasonably sound blink detection result.
An eye-gaze estimation method is proposed by Wisniewska et al. (2014) based on gradient-based eye-pupil detection and eyecorner detection. The performance of this approach was good and it is illumination adaptive. Ince and Yang (2009) introduced an approach to detect eye blobs precisely in sub-pixel level for extracting eye features. The algorithm used OpenCV library. This approach found the eyeball location with its central coordinates. They exploited several examples on simple webcam images to demonstrate the performance of their approach. Chau and Betke (2005) proposed a blink detection system based on real-time eye tracking with USB camera. They used template-matching approach to detect eyes and analyze eye blinks. They achieved good blink detection accuracy. It can distinguish between two eye states: open state and closed state. Magee et al. (2004) also implemented in USB camera. In their system, they tracked a face by using multiscale template correlation approach. To detect whether the computer user is looking at the camera, or off to the left or right side, they exploited the symmetry between left and right eyes. The detected eye direction was used to control computer applications (e.g., games, spelling programs, etc.). Galab et al. (2014) presented a webcam-based approach to detect eye blinks accurately. This system can classify the eye states (i.e., open or closed state) at each video frame automatically. They tested the system with the users who wear glasses and it can perform well without any restriction on the background. Mohammed and Anwer (2014) proposed a real-time method for eye-blink detection. In this article, they proposed an eyetracking algorithm by considering the position of the detected face. This approach has explored a smoothing filter to enhance detection rate. Krolak and Strumillo (2012) proposed an eye-tracking and eye-blink method that is based on template matching. Based on this approach, a user can enter English/Polish text and browse the Internet by having an interface. The system was comprised of a simple web camera and a notebook, under normal illumination.
Hosek (2017) worked on mobile platforms, especially on Android operating system together with the OpenCV library. They used a driver drowsiness detection system using Haar classifier and template-matching approach. But it works on only eye-center localization and tracking. That is not enough for drowsiness detection. Kroon et al. (2008) analyzed eye localization. They found that eye-localization errors have an influence on face matching. Their eye-localization approach can enhance the performance of face matchers. However, in our work, we stress for a better eye localization and we do not concentrate on face matching context. Timm and Barth (2011) proposed a method to localize eye center. The approach is based on image gradient vectors. In this approach, a simple objective function f is computed based on dot products. Then, the maximum (f) denotes the center of an eye, by having the intersecting points of most gradient vectors. It is invariant to changes in pose, scale, light, and contrast. Grauman et al. (2003) proposed two video-based HCI tools called BlinkLink and EyebrowClicker. The first tool can automatically detect a user's eye blinks and accurately measure their durations. In their approach, any voluntary long blinks are able to trigger mouse clicks. However, it ignored any involuntary short blinks. This system used "blink patterns. " But the system is not real time. Soukupova and Cech (2016) proposed a system to detect eye blinks as a pattern of eye aspect ratio values which characterize the eye opening in each frame. They used support vector machine (SVM) classifier and achieved 90% accuracy rate. Pauly and Sankar (2016) proposed a method for eye-blink detection based on Histogram of Oriented Gradients features, combined with SVM classifier. They achieved an accuracy of 85.62% on offline mode. Worah et al. (2017) proposed an algorithm based on convolutional neural network to detect the eye states and to predict the blinks. This algorithm was applied both in still image and video feed dataset. They achieved very good results in all scenarios. Liu et al. (2017) implemented ocular recognition for eye-blink detection. To select the best feature combinations, sequential forward floating selection (SFFS) was utilized. SFFS is an effective feature-selection approach (Jain and Zongker, 1997) . Finally, the non-linear SVM was applied for classification. This method achieved good results for both open eye and blinking eye scenarios.
Ahmad and Borole (2015) proposed two techniques: Gabor filters and Circular Hough Transformation for a method for extracting eye circles from images. The main aim was to create an eye-blink detector.
In this article, we propose a real-time gaze tracking and eyeblink detection system that operates on a simple Android mobile phone having a frontal camera. To implement this system, we exploit the Haar classifier and Normalized Summation of Square of Difference template-matching method for the eye detection and gaze tracking for the first time. Based on our study, this combined approach has not been considered by others.
MeThODOlOgY
The proposed system is a real-time system for detecting eye blink and gaze tracking features. This approach does not need any costly hardware system. For this research, a simple Android mobile phone with a frontal camera is the only device we need. In this section, we present the detailed architecture of the system. We explain the principle of each component.
The real-time system can be split into four sections: (A) realtime frame capturing and face detection, (B) eye area extraction, (C) eye-center detection and tracking; and (D) eye-blink detection. Finally, based on the detected eye blinks, an alarm alert implementation is devised for driving safety. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the system architecture.
Frame capture and Face Detection
The first step of the entire process is the capturing frame from a frontal camera of any Android mobile phone. Afterward, the RGB frames are converted into grayscale frames by extracting only the luminance component (Mohammed and Anwer, 2014) . The program searches for different facial features (e.g., eyebrows, eye corners, mouth and the tip of the nose, etc.) accurately within the scene. The Haar classifier is used for these facial features detection Jones, 2001, 2004a) . OpenCV library supported classifier, "Haarcascade_frontalface_alt.xml" is used. It is a featurebased face detection algorithm in cascaded form. It detects key face features from one after another in cascaded form.
If one fails to detect, it does not advance to the next feature. Haar classifier rapidly detects any object, based on detected features (not pixel values), similar to facial features. Haar features are computationally efficient (Hansen and Ji, 2010) . In this approach, the detected area is partitioned and false positives are removed. Thereby, the face is detected (Mohammed and Anwer, 2014) . (Figure 2 demonstrates face detection. The detected area is enclosed by a rectangle.)
eye area extraction
The second step is to extract the eye area in a face for better further computation. If a face is found in the image, its area of interest is reduced by region-region of interest (ROI) and the probable eye area. If the face is within a ratio, eyes are found in a certain position of the face. For example, let us assume that the face part is taken without hair or other distraction. It is a convention that, a face can be split into approximate six portions (few partitions are given in figure) . The eyes are located about 0.4 of the way from the top of the head to the eyes (Kroon et al., 2008) (Figure 3 depicts this concept, where "h" represents height). The ROI is now concentrated on the main eye area. From this area then extract the separate areas for the right and left eye, see Figure 4 for further processing.
eye Detection and Tracking
The fourth step is eye-center detection and tracking. Eye detection or localization can be done by various approaches, e.g., by finding intensity minima, by linear filtering of the face image and the Fisher Linear Discriminant classifier (Kroon et al., 2008) , by analyzing the gradient flow which resulted from the dark iris surrounded by the sclera (sclera is the white of the eye or the outer layer of the eyeball) (Kothari and Mitchell, 1996) , by detecting pupil using infrared or other special lighting (Haro et al., 2000; Morimoto and Flickner, 2000) , by detecting sclera eye or head dynamics, Kalman trackers are used. Moreover, a probabilistic-based appearance model was used to represent eye appearance. Another gradient-based method is proposed by Wisniewska et al. (2014) for eye-pupil detection. Initially, eyeball is extracted. It can be considered as a circular element with approximation, or semi-circular entity (Elahi et al., 2013) .
Therefore, we use Haar cascade eye tree eyeglasses classifier and template-matching approach. Only Haar classifier is time consuming and template matching has inadequate precision. We create a new approach combination of both solutions has excellent detection outcomes and also time-conservative. We find the eye in the desired ROI by OpenCV supported Haar cascade eye tree eyeglasses classifier. This is boosting classifier has a treebased 20 × 20 frontal eye detector. This Tree-based AdaBoost is a machine learning boosting algorithm classifier consists of a linear combination of weak classifiers (Freund and Schapire, 1997) . A weak classifier which correctly classifies a little bit more than half the cases. A weak classifier is mathematically described as follows:
where x is a 20 × 20 pixel sub-window, f is the applied feature, and θ the threshold that decides whether x should be classified as a positive (eye) or a negative (non-eye).
It has a better handling of eyeglasses region than other Haar classifiers (Freund and Schapire, 1997; Caporarello et al., 2014; Hameed, 2017) . In this region, the darkest point is searched for as a pupil representative. This point is as the center of the future eye pattern. The feature allows you to resize created templates depending on the size of the detected face. Now, to create a run-in pattern or template (Figure 5) , we select the location of the larger of the two components. In this case, we decide to keep the larger component, as it provides higher brightness cue. We select the larger element because the size of the template is proportional to the size of the element. Through this selection process, we can achieve higher tracking accuracy and more correlation scores (Grauman et al., 2003; Chau and Betke, 2005) . Figure 5 demonstrates the basic steps of a template creation for an eye. We want to produce the template using color-based Bayes decision thresholds (Betke et al., 2000) , etc. Haro et al. (2000) studied the physiological properties of eyes. They also studied the head and eye motion dynamics. To model It is to be mentioned that we create only online templates. There is no requirement to have any prior offline templates for this purpose. Moreover, the produced online template is totally unrelated to any former templates, which may have been produced (Chau and Betke, 2005) . We create a rectangle, which is centered in the pupil of the eye. This latest eye template is matched in the eye's rectangle area. Template matching is done here on a frame by frame basis. We try to match between an image patch and an input image by getting the summation of square of difference between the template and the source image. We find the position of the template in an image where the value is lowest. It is defined as follows: This operation makes the tracking feature more versatile. In normalized form, we can understand more about the percentage of matching.
eye-Blink Detection
Blinking is considered as any rapid closing of the eyelid. In our eye-blink detection system is developed based on the time between two open eye states. The detection of blinking is based solely on the observation of the previous step by using the online template of the user's eye. In this approach, the open eyelid is taken as a template for detecting eye blink. As the user's eye opens during the process of a blink, we try to match the open eye template in the eye region rectangle area frame by frame. We use the normalized summation of square of difference method to find the minimum values in a given area.
When it gets the minimum values, it detects the center of the eye (pupil) and it draws a circle within a rectangular shape. It indicates that the eye is in an open state. Similarly, when the eyelid is closed, the template eye cannot match within the ROI. Therefore, the normalized form of the summation of square of difference method cannot find the minimum values in the ROI that indicates eye is in the closed state (Figure 6 ).
eXPeriMenTal resUlTs anD analYsis
This section provides the necessary analysis using previously discussed method of gaze tracking and eye-blink detection. For researching gaze tracking and blink detection, we develop a dataset in different conditions, for example, different angles, different gender, the light source at different directions, and different Android mobiles with their different processors, RAM capacities and varied front camera pixels. We used four Android phones that were used for experiments. The basic configuration of an Android phone is provided in Table 1 , which was considered for most of the dataset preparation.
The flowchart of the system is given in Figure 7 . We exploit a combined solution of tree-based boosted Haar classifier and Template-matching approach for a better result. So, (Caporarello et al., 2014) . It is a tree-based 20 × 20 left eye detector and trained by 6,665 positive samples from FERET, VALID, and BioID face databases. But solution (ii) achieves great speed than others because Haar cascade eye tree eye glasses classifier works only open eye (also on glass) (Caporarello et al., 2014 ) that is our main concern. So, template-matching approach with this classifier establishes low detection time.
The analyses aroused from different test subjects with a different number of samples (as shown in Table 3 ). In this experiment, total 100 subjects are considered, having 64 males and 36 females. All subjects are graduate and post-graduate students, ages ranging from 19 to 25 years. As we test on different cameras from different phone sets, the frame sizes are flexible too. However, the total number of samples taken under each condition has been the same. But experimental data are taken by mobile configuration in Table 1 . In this research, the experimentations are carried out by using a low-cost and simple Android mobile phone having a frontal camera.
We analyze a 14 s captured online video frame by frame in milliseconds, the output pattern (from 7,000 to 14,000 ms) of correlation scores resembles as a binary trend (Figure 8) (Grauman et al., 2003; Chau and Betke, 2005) . Small rectangle box with a white circle in each frame scores 1.0 is in open state, and the complement of the system scores 0 is in the close state. Based on the duration of closure time, we can categorize the eye blinks into three classes: long, medium and short blink. If the closure time is less than 500 ms, it is referred to as short blink. However, if it is around 1 s, is can be considered as medium blink. And a closure time greater than 1 s is treated as long blink. Long and medium blink detection accuracies are satisfactory. All experimental result analysis is conducted on medium blink under 15 frames per second. We obtain 98% accuracy for both eyes and 99% accuracy for single eye detection at 0° angle. Medium and long blink can be exercised as clicking cursor. On the other hand, detecting the driver's drowsiness can be favored by long blink. However, frequent short blinks are difficult to detect in low processing speed of RAM and processor. This accuracy partially can be improved by enhancing the speed of RAM and processor.
DiscUssiOn
In our experiment, we used OpenCV 2.4.6 and Android version 5.1.1-6.0.1. The developed system performs very well to detect the position of an eye. Face detection part is also very accurate in most of the cases. However, the tracking of an eyeball position fails in few instances. This tracking process depends on the quality of the camera and on the illumination conditions. We notice that in a poor lighting condition, the eyeball and the eye region become dark. In that condition, getting the gradient is a daunting task. Hence, getting the center positions demonstrate some errors. Moreover, the backside light creates a higher percentage of error in detecting a face and also locating any eye-center position. Under poor lighting condition, the performance degrades to some extends, especially when the light source is behind the face. Moreover, if multiple persons are on the scene, it detects multiple faces in the frame. This poses a problem. But most of the time, it detects the biggest face in the scene and works with it. It also detects the partial face. If the part of a face is not in the frame, it can detect the face and the eye-center position and works with it.
We have experimented to detect eye-blinks at different angles, e.g., angles at 0°, 37° left, and 37° right (see Figure 9 ). The experimental result shows that the angle at 0° has the minimum error for both one eye and two eyes detection. From our experiments, we determine a key feature, i.e., poor illumination level can demonstrate poor recognition. Based on our experimental results and analysis, we can find that the presence of backlight in a scene deteriorates the detection accuracy. So far, we obtain the detection accuracy of 20% for both eyes and 30% for a single eye. Still, the detection accuracy is prevalent 98% for both eyes and 99% for the single eye when the average light comes from the front (see Figure 10 ).
Contrary to the above statement on poor illumination, we find that the performance demonstrates fairly constant accuracy during steady indoor light status or under varied daylight conditions. However, if the camera is cheap (therefore, if the camera has less sensitivity), then the even indoor light condition cannot guarantee the decay of performance. On the other hand, if the camera sensitivity is better, then there is hardly any change in the lighting (whether it is indoor or outdoor). The light either only from the left side or the right side declines the detection accuracy, and we obtain 76% accuracy for both eyes and 92% accuracy for the single eye. Even though both eyes position's detection algorithms are the same, the detection of the right eye-center position shows little fluctuation and error than the left eye. The reason is that the mobile phone's front camera is always situated in the left side of the mobile phone at landscape position. And the distance of two eyes from the camera are not the same. The right eye distance from the camera is greater than the left eye distance. This is responsible for creating the errors (detection exactness: 92% for both eyes and 97% for the single eye at 37° left; 91% for both eyes and 96% for the single eye at 37° right). However, the percentage of error is insignificant and most of the time, it demonstrates accurate results. Therefore, we can neglect the errors easily (see Figure 11 ). It also drives that the single eye detection accuracy (shown in orange-colored bar in Figure 11 ) is always greater than the both eyes detection at any circumstance (see Figures 10-12) .
We have also analyzed the performance on gender variations. Outputs vary due to the fact that female's long hairs mostly float around and it may partially occlude an eye to detect the eye properly. The presence of human hair, poor illumination condition, or narrow eyebrow can degrade the system performance ( Figure 11 demonstrates the result).
We also examine the performance of distance variations at an average lighting condition and 0° angles for both eyes detection (see Figure 13) . From the graph, we can clearly sense that from 25 to 40 cm (we may consider it as the optimum distance), the percentage of detection accuracy is high (about 95%). From 40 to 60 cm, detection accuracy still maintains satisfactory (about 90%). However, if the distance is greater than 60 cm, detection accuracy degrades drastically. The most significant pronouncement is that if a distance from the face is below 25 cm, or above 80 cm, the detection accuracy becomes very poor. Mobile RAM has great effect on frame processing speed depends on mobile processor, camera pixel and also hardware chipset. Analysis shows that high performance can obtain from high RAM space (see Figure 14) . In our analysis we have taken processing speed range because same RAM space is used in different mobile processor in the world market.
We develop a real-time application for the purpose of safetydriving by employing the long blink detection. One of the major reasons for vehicle accident is microsleep of a driver on Highway. Therefore, we are trying to solve this problem by implementing microsleep alarm alert system through this real-time application of the gaze tracking and blink detection. We implement the alarm alert system in our application by software, and not on any extra hardware implementation. We exploit a dedicated mobile phone sound system for the alarm.
It works well with some limitations. The system takes more execution time while the face moves abruptly. Hence, the performance of the system degrades and we receive false-alarm. The alarm alert system becomes activated during the execution time between consecutive frames and in short blink (less than 500 ms). This issue can be mitigated by employing a mobile phone having a high-performance processor and implement a timer system that avoids the closure time is less than 500 ms.
cOnclUsiOn
In this article, we presented a low cost yet effective real-time gaze tracking and blink detection system. Our objective is to develop an easy to make and trivial to program Android mobile phonebased gaze tracker and blink detection system. The proposed system can easily be extended to a simple calibration gaze-based human-mobile interaction system. It only requires a simple Android mobile phone set under normal lighting on the face. We explored different algorithms and finally presented the best-fit approaches for our research. Through our extensive experimental results, we find that using the Haar classifier and the templatematching method has satisfactory detection speed and accuracy. It performs outstandingly in average light condition for single and both eyes detection at 0° angle. Other performance analysis results are also satisfactory with little error, which can be acceptable considering the level of difficulties of this kind of research in the field of computer vision and image processing.
In the future, we look forward to enhancing the performance of the system by testing on a larger number of subjects. Moreover, we can explore an algorithm to make the system illumination-invariant. Apart from these plans, we can evaluate the performance of (a) an eye movement-based mouse control system for disabled people and (b) a microsleep detection system for drivers using the gaze tracker and blink detector presented in this article.
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